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NEWSLETTER 11, July 1999
Editorial
Fighting for discloure as a means to defend workers’ rights:
Play Fair in Europe! Euro 2000 campaign!
Euro Vision on Codes
A Code for Homeworkers: Australia's Fair Wear Campaign
Clean Clothes Campaign Flanders to GB and Benetton
LABOUR BEHIND THE LABEL: UK CAMPAIGNERS LAUNCH
LIVING WAGE CAMPAIGN
Women Garment Workers History on Display
Women Working Worldwide's Education and Consultation
Project
Spotlight on Benetton
Madrid Symposium on Social Responsability in the Garment
Industry
L’Ethique sur l’Etiquette: The French CCC Moves Forward
With Monitoring Experiments
Inside Bulgaria
LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE: Clean Clothes Communities
LEGAL BRIEFS, Much Activity in Belgium During the past Six
Months
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The trial of Somyot
has got under way
with two EU
representatives
attending along with
dozens of supporters
and...
http://t.co/F2fqVqO8
RT @freesomyottrial: -
representatives from
European Union-
Delegation of the
European Union to
Thailand attended the
Somyot trial today
Somyot, a Thai activist
who has worked with
the Clean Clothes
Campaign on quite a
few labour right cases,
faces...
http://t.co/TNNXYVQH
@MaxLathuiliere
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nothing directly for us
at this moment, but
we're supporting
several human rights
defenders in Thailand
and Malaysia
